Your fleet is unique, so we offer a unique fleet-specific approach.

DEDICATED FLEET TEAM UNDERSTANDS YOUR NEEDS
- Fleet and fleet management company experience
- Total account management approach, providing status and visibility throughout the process
- Assurance that the end result is optimized driver productivity

Know you’re getting top-crafted and durable custom-designed truck bodies when you buy Reading.

A NAME THAT’S BEEN TRUSTED FOR 60 YEARS
- Built to last — Legendary quality and durability built by Reading’s 60 years of field-tested experience
- Process design, manufactured for efficiency — gains in engineering experience and advanced manufacturing processes allow us to create a body that’s equally durable, dependable and versatile
- Built FOR the service body industry — Optimizes the value you get when you purchase a Reading
- Tailored to the most popular footprints — Standard plus many value-enhancing options
- Available in aluminum — corrosion resistant for longer body life. Lighter weight for greater fuel efficiency and potential for increased payload capacity
- Expanded support — more than 100 authorized Reading dealers in the U.S. and Canada
- OEM pool programs — select chassis from Ford, GM or RAM

And we apply this same renowned expertise, customer-centric focus and exceedingly dependable craftsmanship to both the design and manufacture of custom bodies that meet your specifications.
Your fleet is unique, so we offer a unique fleet-specific approach.

DEDICATED FLEET TEAM UNDERSTANDS YOUR NEEDS

- Fleet and fleet management company experience
- Total account management approach, providing status and visibility throughout the process
- Assurance that the end result is optimized driver productivity

Know you’re getting top-crafted and durable custom-designed truck bodies when you buy Reading.

A NAME THAT’S BEEN TRUSTED FOR 60 YEARS

- Built to last — Legendary quality and durability built by Reading’s 60 years of field-tested experience
- Proven design, manufactured for efficiency — years of engineering experience and advanced manufacturing processes allow us to create a body that is equally durable, dependable and versatile
- Built to be the service body industry standard — signifies the total value you get when you purchase a Reading
- Built with the most popular features — standard (plus many value-enhancing options)
- Available in aluminum — corrosion resistant for longer body life, lighter weight for greater fuel efficiency and potential for increased payload capacity
- Expansion agent — more than 100 authorized Reading distributors in the U.S. and Canada
- OEM pool programs — select chassis from Ford, GM or RAM

And we apply this same renowned expertise, customer-centric focus and exceedingly dependable craftsmanship to both the design and manufacture of custom bodies that meet your specifications.

READING HAS A FULL LINE OF TRUCK BODIES TO CHOOSE FROM.

- Stake Body
- Custom Body
- Drop Side Dump Body
- Marauder SL Dump Body
- Redi-Dek Body
- Redi-Rack Body
- Landscaper SL Body
- Ready Van SL – Steel Platform Body
- Cranemaster 3200 Body
- Panel Body
- Classic II Service Body – Steel
- Classic II Service Body – Aluminum
- Classic Service Van - 75" Aluminum
- Classic Service Van – 57” Aluminum

Locations:
- Bowmansville, PA  |  Clinton, MD  |  Louisville, KY  |  Pontiac, MI  |  Reading, PA  |  Suffolk, VA

All dimensions subject to plus or minus tolerance of ¼” and all dimensions and specifications are subject to change without notice. Some items displayed in photographs are optional. Aluma-Fill, Aluma-Chock, Dual-Pro, Extend-A-Shelf, Grip-'n-Glide, Latch-Matic, Marauder, Reading, Redi-Dek, Rhino Linings, Rugged American, S.M.A.R.T Racks, Spacemaker, Tool-Mates, and TUFF STUFF are registered trademarks of The Reading Group, LLC in the United States and some foreign countries. The Reading Kangaroo is a trademarked image and may not be reproduced or used without express permission from The Reading Group.
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- Total account management approach, providing status and visibility throughout the process
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Know you're getting top-crafted and durable custom-designed truck bodies when you buy Reading.

A NAME THAT'S BEEN TRUSTED FOR 60 YEARS

- Built to last — legendary quality and durability built by Reading's 60 years of field-tested experience
- Proven design, engineered for efficiency — years of engineering expertise and advanced manufacturing processes allow us to create a body that is equally durable, dependable and reliable
- Built to be a service body industry leader — confidence in results you get when you purchase Reading
- Designed with the most popular features — standard plus many value-enhancing options
- Available in aluminum — corrosion resistant for longer body life, lighter weight for greater fuel efficiency and potential for increased payload capacity
- Exceptional support — more than 100 authorized Reading distributors in the U.S. and Canada
- OEM pool programs — access chassis from Ford, GM or RAM

And we apply this same renowned expertise, customer-centric focus and exceedingly dependable craftsmanship to both the design and manufacture of custom bodies that meet your specific requirements.

CUSTOM BODIES

- Stake Body
- Custom Body
- Drop Side Dump Body
- Marauder SL Dump Body
- Redi-Dek Body
- Redi-Rack Body
- Landscaper SL Body
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READINGS HAS A FULL LINE OF TRUCK BODIES TO CHOOSE FROM.
EXAMPLES OF READING’S CUSTOMIZED BODIES BOASTING A WIDE ARRAY OF MODIFICATIONS AND SPECIAL FEATURES ...

- **Heavy-Duty Crane Body**
- **Standard Service Body with crane**
- **Service Body with aerial device**
- **Slate Body with crane lift**
- **Service Body with aerial device**
- **Service Body Equipped with generator and pump with hose reel**
- **Crime Scene Investigation Enclosed Body**
- **Combination Service Body with tool boxes and material rack**

**EXAMPLES OF READING’S CUSTOMIZED BODIES BOASTING A WIDE ARRAY OF MODIFICATIONS AND SPECIAL FEATURES ...**

- **Stake Body with snow plow**
- **Service Body with aerial device**
- **Standard-Duty Service Body and aerial device**
- **Specialty Utility Body**
- **Vehicle Road Service Truck**
- **Special Service Van with bottle compartment**
- **Heavy-Duty Stake Body with high reach heavy-duty crane**
- **Special Platform Crane Body**
- **Combination Enclosed Body with special platform and crane**
- **Custom Bottle Truck**
- **Special Enclosed Heavy-Duty Body**
- **Storage Container Platform Body**
- **Utility Platform Body with stake sides**
- **Utility Body with high reach boom**
- **Aluminum Enclosed Panel Body**

**A60 GALVANNEALED STEEL CUSTOM BODIES**

- Superior structural integrity
- Exclusive E-Coat and Powder Coat processes
- Covered by some of the longest, most comprehensive warranties in the business

**ALUMINUM CUSTOM BODIES**

- Increased fuel savings by up to 10%
- Reduced chassis weight, lowers overall operating cost
- Extended body life with inherently corrosion-resistant qualities
- Covered by the industry-leading 10-year limited warranty

**CHOOSE FROM STEEL OR ALUMINUM TRUCK BODIES**

**ALUMINUM CUSTOM BODIES**

- Increased fuel savings by up to 10%
- Reduced chassis weight, lowers overall operating cost
- Extended body life with inherently corrosion-resistant qualities
- Covered by the industry-leading 10-year limited warranty

**COMPLETE CUSTOM ENGINEERING SERVICES CONSISTENTLY MEET YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS**

- Dedicated, seasoned engineering team
- SolidWorks 3D design technology
- Traveling on-site engineering team for design challenges
- Pilot product review programs

**THERE’S A REASON YOU SEE “READING” ON THE TAILGATES OF SO MANY SERVICE BODIES ON THE ROAD TODAY … QUALITY.**

With Reading, your company receives a full complement of design, engineering, fabrication, installation, and support services from the premiere fleet truck builder. We procure a network of professional installation, OEM ship-thru capabilities and other support services at our company-owned facilities.

So whether you order just a few specialized trucks—or an entire modified fleet—expect the same, unrivaled 100% Reading quality and value that you’d find in our full line of standard steel and aluminum truck bodies.

- Dedicated, seasoned engineering team
- SolidWorks 3D design technology
- Traveling on-site engineering team for design challenges
- Pilot product review programs

**COMPLETE CUSTOM ENGINEERING SERVICES CONSISTENTLY MEET YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS**
EXAMPLES OF READING’S CUSTOMIZED BODIES BOASTING A WIDE ARRAY OF MODIFICATIONS AND SPECIAL FEATURES ...

There’s a reason you see “Reading” on the tailgates of so many service bodies on the road today … quality.

With Reading, your company receives a full complement of design, engineering, manufacture, installation, and support services from the premiere fleet truck builder. We provide a network of professional installation, OEM ship-thru capabilities and other support services at our company-owned facilities.

So whether you order just a few specialized trucks — or an entire modified fleet — expect the same, unwavering 100% Reading quality and value that you'd find in our full line of standard steel and aluminum truck bodies.

Choose from steel or aluminum truck bodies

A60 Galvanized Steel Custom Bodies
- Superior structural integrity
- Exclusive E-Coat and Powder Coat processes
- Covered by some of the longest, most comprehensive warranties in the business

Aluminum Custom Bodies
- Increased fuel savings by up to 10%
- Reduced chassis weight, lowers overall operating cost
- Extended body life with inherently corrosion-resistant qualities
- Covered by the industry-leading 10-year limited warranty

Complete custom engineering services consistently meet your exact specifications

Dedicated, seasoned engineering team
- SolidWorks 3D design technology
- Traveling on-site engineering team for design challenges
- Pilot product review programs

There’s a reason you see “Reading” on the tailgates of so many service bodies on the road today … quality.
EXAMPLES OF READING’S CUSTOMIZED BODIES BOASTING A WIDE ARRAY OF MODIFICATIONS AND SPECIAL FEATURES …

- **Ten-Cylinder Crane Body**
- **Standard Service Body with crane**
- **Service Body with aerial device**
- **Side Body with rear view**
- **Heavy-Duty Side Body with high-reach heavy-duty crane**
- **Combination Service Body with tool boxes and material rack**
- **Service Van with aerial device**
- **Heavy-Duty Stake Body with high reach heavy-duty crane**
- **Specialty Utility Body**
- **Vehicle Road Service Truck**
- **Special Service Van with bottle compartment**
- **Heavy-Duty Stake Body with high reach heavy-duty crane**
- **Special Platform Crane Body**
- **Combination Enclosed Body with special platform and crane**
- **Custom Bottle Truck**
- **Special Enclosed Heavy-Duty Body**
- **Storage Container Platform Body**
- **Utility Platform Body with stake sides**
- **Utility Body with high reach boom**
- **Aluminum Enclosed Panel Body**

**A60 GALVANNEALED STEEL CUSTOM BODIES**
- Superior structural integrity
- Exclusive E-Coat and Powder Coat processes
- Covered by some of the longest, most comprehensive warranties in the business

**ALUMINUM CUSTOM BODIES**
- Increased fuel savings by up to 10%
- Reduced chassis weight, lowers overall operating cost
- Extended body life with inherently corrosion-resistant qualities
- Covered by the industry-leading 10-year limited warranty

**COMPLETE CUSTOM ENGINEERING SERVICES CONSISTENTLY MEET YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS**
- Dedicated, seasoned engineering team
- SolidWorks 3D design technology
- Traveling on-site engineering team for design challenges
- Pilot product review programs

THERE’S A REASON YOU SEE “READING” ON THE TAILGATES OF SO MANY SERVICE BODIES ON THE ROAD TODAY … QUALITY.

With Reading, your company receives a full complement of design, engineering, fabrication, installation, and support services from the premiere fleet truck builder. We provide a network of professional installation, OEM ship-thru capabilities and other support services at our company-owned facilities.

So whether you order just a few specialized trucks — or an entire modified fleet — expect the same, uniform 100% Reading quality and value that you’d find in our full line of standard steel and aluminum truck bodies.

**COMPLETE CUSTOM ENGINEERING SERVICES CONSISTENTLY MEET YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS**
- Dedicated, seasoned engineering team
- SolidWorks 3D design technology
- Traveling on-site engineering team for design challenges
- Pilot product review programs

**CHOOSE FROM STEEL OR ALUMINUM TRUCK BODIES**

- **Steel Custom Bodies**:
  - Superior structural integrity
  - Exclusive E-Coat and Powder Coat processes
  - Covered by some of the longest, most comprehensive warranties in the business
- **Aluminum Custom Bodies**:
  - Increased fuel savings by up to 10%
  - Reduced chassis weight, lowers overall operating cost
  - Extended body life with inherently corrosion-resistant qualities
  - Covered by the industry-leading 10-year limited warranty

THERE’S A REASON YOU SEE “READING” ON THE TAILGATES OF SO MANY SERVICE BODIES ON THE ROAD TODAY … QUALITY.

With Reading, your company receives a full complement of design, engineering, fabrication, installation, and support services from the premiere fleet truck builder. We provide a network of professional installation, OEM ship-thru capabilities and other support services at our company-owned facilities.

So whether you order just a few specialized trucks — or an entire modified fleet — expect the same, uniform 100% Reading quality and value that you’d find in our full line of standard steel and aluminum truck bodies.

**COMPLETE CUSTOM ENGINEERING SERVICES CONSISTENTLY MEET YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS**
- Dedicated, seasoned engineering team
- SolidWorks 3D design technology
- Traveling on-site engineering team for design challenges
- Pilot product review programs

**CHOOSE FROM STEEL OR ALUMINUM TRUCK BODIES**

- **Steel Custom Bodies**:
  - Superior structural integrity
  - Exclusive E-Coat and Powder Coat processes
  - Covered by some of the longest, most comprehensive warranties in the business
- **Aluminum Custom Bodies**:
  - Increased fuel savings by up to 10%
  - Reduced chassis weight, lowers overall operating cost
  - Extended body life with inherently corrosion-resistant qualities
  - Covered by the industry-leading 10-year limited warranty

THERE’S A REASON YOU SEE “READING” ON THE TAILGATES OF SO MANY SERVICE BODIES ON THE ROAD TODAY … QUALITY.

With Reading, your company receives a full complement of design, engineering, fabrication, installation, and support services from the premiere fleet truck builder. We provide a network of professional installation, OEM ship-thru capabilities and other support services at our company-owned facilities.

So whether you order just a few specialized trucks — or an entire modified fleet — expect the same, uniform 100% Reading quality and value that you’d find in our full line of standard steel and aluminum truck bodies.

**COMPLETE CUSTOM ENGINEERING SERVICES CONSISTENTLY MEET YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS**
- Dedicated, seasoned engineering team
- SolidWorks 3D design technology
- Traveling on-site engineering team for design challenges
- Pilot product review programs

**CHOOSE FROM STEEL OR ALUMINUM TRUCK BODIES**

- **Steel Custom Bodies**:
  - Superior structural integrity
  - Exclusive E-Coat and Powder Coat processes
  - Covered by some of the longest, most comprehensive warranties in the business
- **Aluminum Custom Bodies**:
  - Increased fuel savings by up to 10%
  - Reduced chassis weight, lowers overall operating cost
  - Extended body life with inherently corrosion-resistant qualities
  - Covered by the industry-leading 10-year limited warranty

THERE’S A REASON YOU SEE “READING” ON THE TAILGATES OF SO MANY SERVICE BODIES ON THE ROAD TODAY … QUALITY.

With Reading, your company receives a full complement of design, engineering, fabrication, installation, and support services from the premiere fleet truck builder. We provide a network of professional installation, OEM ship-thru capabilities and other support services at our company-owned facilities.

So whether you order just a few specialized trucks — or an entire modified fleet — expect the same, uniform 100% Reading quality and value that you’d find in our full line of standard steel and aluminum truck bodies.

**COMPLETE CUSTOM ENGINEERING SERVICES CONSISTENTLY MEET YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS**
- Dedicated, seasoned engineering team
- SolidWorks 3D design technology
- Traveling on-site engineering team for design challenges
- Pilot product review programs

**CHOOSE FROM STEEL OR ALUMINUM TRUCK BODIES**

- **Steel Custom Bodies**:
  - Superior structural integrity
  - Exclusive E-Coat and Powder Coat processes
  - Covered by some of the longest, most comprehensive warranties in the business
- **Aluminum Custom Bodies**:
  - Increased fuel savings by up to 10%
  - Reduced chassis weight, lowers overall operating cost
  - Extended body life with inherently corrosion-resistant qualities
  - Covered by the industry-leading 10-year limited warranty

THERE’S A REASON YOU SEE “READING” ON THE TAILGATES OF SO MANY SERVICE BODIES ON THE ROAD TODAY … QUALITY.

With Reading, your company receives a full complement of design, engineering, fabrication, installation, and support services from the premiere fleet truck builder. We provide a network of professional installation, OEM ship-thru capabilities and other support services at our company-owned facilities.

So whether you order just a few specialized trucks — or an entire modified fleet — expect the same, uniform 100% Reading quality and value that you’d find in our full line of standard steel and aluminum truck bodies.

**COMPLETE CUSTOM ENGINEERING SERVICES CONSISTENTLY MEET YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS**
- Dedicated, seasoned engineering team
- SolidWorks 3D design technology
- Traveling on-site engineering team for design challenges
- Pilot product review programs

**CHOOSE FROM STEEL OR ALUMINUM TRUCK BODIES**

- **Steel Custom Bodies**:
  - Superior structural integrity
  - Exclusive E-Coat and Powder Coat processes
  - Covered by some of the longest, most comprehensive warranties in the business
- **Aluminum Custom Bodies**:
  - Increased fuel savings by up to 10%
  - Reduced chassis weight, lowers overall operating cost
  - Extended body life with inherently corrosion-resistant qualities
  - Covered by the industry-leading 10-year limited warranty

THERE’S A REASON YOU SEE “READING” ON THE TAILGATES OF SO MANY SERVICE BODIES ON THE ROAD TODAY … QUALITY.

With Reading, your company receives a full complement of design, engineering, fabrication, installation, and support services from the premiere fleet truck builder. We provide a network of professional installation, OEM ship-thru capabilities and other support services at our company-owned facilities.

So whether you order just a few specialized trucks — or an entire modified fleet — expect the same, uniform 100% Reading quality and value that you’d find in our full line of standard steel and aluminum truck bodies.

**COMPLETE CUSTOM ENGINEERING SERVICES CONSISTENTLY MEET YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS**
- Dedicated, seasoned engineering team
- SolidWorks 3D design technology
- Traveling on-site engineering team for design challenges
- Pilot product review programs

**CHOOSE FROM STEEL OR ALUMINUM TRUCK BODIES**

- **Steel Custom Bodies**:
  - Superior structural integrity
  - Exclusive E-Coat and Powder Coat processes
  - Covered by some of the longest, most comprehensive warranties in the business
- **Aluminum Custom Bodies**:
  - Increased fuel savings by up to 10%
  - Reduced chassis weight, lowers overall operating cost
  - Extended body life with inherently corrosion-resistant qualities
  - Covered by the industry-leading 10-year limited warranty

THERE’S A REASON YOU SEE “READING” ON THE TAILGATES OF SO MANY SERVICE BODIES ON THE ROAD TODAY … QUALITY.
EXAMPLES OF READING’S CUSTOMIZED BODIES BOASTING A WIDE ARRAY OF MODIFICATIONS AND SPECIAL FEATURES ...

- Standard Service Body with crane
- Heavy-Duty Crane Body
- Service Body Equipped with generator and pump with hose reel
- Crime Scene Investigation Enclosed Body
- Combination Service Body with tool boxes and material rack

EXAMPLES OF READING’S CUSTOMIZED BODIES BOASTING A WIDE ARRAY OF MODIFICATIONS AND SPECIAL FEATURES ...

- Stake Body with snow plow
- Service Body with aerial device
- Standard-Duty Service Body and aerial device
- Specialty Utility Body
- Vehicle Road Service Truck
- Special Service Van with bottle compartment

CHOICE FROM STEEL OR ALUMINUM TRUCK BODIES

- Steel Custom Bodies
  - A36 Galvannealed steel custom bodies
  - A60 galvannealed steel custom bodies
  - Superior structural integrity
  - Exclusive E-Coat and Powder Coat processes
  - Covered by some of the longest, most comprehensive warranties in the business

- Aluminum Custom Bodies
  - A60 galvannealed steel custom bodies
  - A60 galvannealed steel custom bodies
  - Increased fuel savings by up to 10%
  - Reduced chassis weight, lowers overall operating cost
  - Extended body life with inherently corrosion-resistant qualities
  - Covered by the industry-leading 10-year limited warranty

COMPLETE CUSTOM ENGINEERING SERVICES

- Consistently meet your exact specifications
- Dedicated, seasoned engineering team
- SolidWorks 3D design technology
- Traveling on-site engineering team for design challenges
- Pilot product review programs

THERE'S A REASON YOU SEE "READING" ON THE TAILGATES OF SO MANY SERVICE BODIES ON THE ROAD TODAY... QUALITY.

With Reading, your company receives a full complement of design, engineering, manufacture, installation, and support services from the premiere fleet truck builder. We provide a network of professional installation, OEM ship-thru capabilities and other support services at our company-owned facilities.

So whether you order just a few specialized trucks—or an entire modified fleet—expect the same, unwavering 100% Reading quality and value that you'd find in our full line of standard steel and aluminum truck bodies.

- Dedicated, seasoned engineering team
- SolidWorks 3D design technology
- Traveling on-site engineering team for design challenges
- Pilot product review programs

CONSISTENTLY MEET YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS
Your fleet is unique, so we offer a unique fleet-specific approach. DEPENDENT FLEET TEAM UNDERSTANDS YOUR NEEDS

- Fleet and fleet management company experience
- Total account management approach, providing status and visibility throughout the process
- Assurance that the end result is optimized driver productivity

Know you’re getting top-crafted and durable custom-designed truck bodies when you buy Reading.

A NAME THAT’S BEEN TRUSTED FOR 60 YEARS

- Built to last — legendary quality and durability built by Reading’s 60 years of field-tested experience
- Proven design, manufactured for efficiency — years of engineering experience and advanced manufacturing processes allow us to create a body that’s equally durable, dependable and versatile
- Built 100% in the USA — quality, value and value you get when you purchase Reading
- Trusted with the most popular brands — standard plus many value-enhancing options
- Available in aluminum — corrosion resistant for longer body life, lighter weight for greater fuel efficiency and potential for increased payload capacity
- Expandable capacity — more than 100 authorized Reading dealers in the U.S. and Canada
- OEM pool programs — direct choices from Ford, GM and RAM

And we apply this same renowned expertise, customer-centric focus and exceedingly dependable craftsmanship to both the design and manufacture of custom bodies that meet your specifications.

READING HAS A FULL LINE OF TRUCK BODIES TO CHOOSE FROM.

Stake Body
Custom Body
Drop Side Dump Body
Marauder SL Dump Body
Marauder Dump Body
Redi-Dek Body
Redi-Rack Body
Landscaper SL Body
Ready Van SL – Steel Platform Body
Cranemaster 3200 Body
Panel Body
Classic II Service Body – Steel
Classic II Service Body – Aluminum
Classic Service Van – 75” Aluminum
Classic Service Van – 57” Aluminum

Custom Bodies

Have your custom truck body built by the manufacturer in the USA.